Abstract: Gas-mediated electron beam induced etching (EBIE) and deposition (EBID) are often used to measure activation energies that are interpreted as the adsorption energies of surfaceadsorbed precursor molecules. However, the measured quantities often disagree with adsorption energies measured by conventional analysis techniques such as thermally programmed desorption, and have anomalous dependencies on parameters such as the electron beam current used to perform EBID. Here, we use the theory of EBIE and EBID rate kinetics to explain this behavior and identify conditions under which the activation energies and the associated pre-exponential factors correspond to gas molecule adsorption energies and desorption attempt frequencies, respectively. Under these conditions, EBIE and EBID can be used as robust, nano-scale techniques for the analysis of adsorbates.
Introduction
Gas-mediated electron beam induced etching (EBIE) and deposition (EBID) are direct-write nanofabrication techniques in which electrons dissociate surface-adsorbed precursor molecules, initiating chemical reactions on a solid substrate. [1] [2] [3] The techniques are of interest for two main reasons. First, they enable beam-directed deposition, etching and surface functionalization with nanoscopic spatial resolution. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Second, they can be used as analysis techniques for the characterization of adsorbates at surfaces, enabling the measurement of properties that include the gas molecule adsorption energy (E a ), desorption attempt frequency (k 0 ), diffusion coefficient, and electron dissociation cross-section. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Unlike complimentary conventional techniques such as thermally programmed desorption, 23, 24 the use of EBIE and EBID as analysis techniques offers high spatial resolution, and the ability to perform measurements on adsorbates in the steady state at various pressures and temperatures.
Characterization of adsorbates by EBID and EBIE typically involves the measurement of deposition or etch rates as a function of one or more control parameters (e.g. electron beam flux, substrate temperature, precursor vapor pressure). The rates are then analyzed using methods based on models of EBIE/EBID rate kinetics to extract the adsorbate properties of interest. However, in practice, these analyses yield quantities that are often inconsistent with conventional measurement techniques, and have anomalous dependencies on the control parameters, raising questions about the validity of EBIE/EBID as adsorbate analysis techniques. 14, 25 A specific example discussed in the literature is the measurement of E a realized by Arrhenius analysis of electron beam induced deposition rates. A number of groups have reported that the value of E a measured by EBID is ∼ 2.5 to 5 times lower than expected, 15, 19, 22 and the surprising result that E a scales inversely with the electron beam current used to perform EBID. 15, 19 These observations were attributed to electron stimulated desorption. Here we show that Arrhenius analyses of EBID rates yield activation energies and pre-exponential factors that are expected to scale with current (and other parameters), and explain these dependencies using established models of EBID rate kinetics. We define conditions under which the activation energies and prefactors correspond to E a and k 0 , respectively. Our results are also applicable to EBIE and illustrate that: (i) EBID and EBIE are indeed expected to enable meaningful, quantitative characterization of adsorbates, and (ii) the results of such analyses require careful interpretation in the context of mechanisms behind EBIE/EBID rate kinetics.
Background Theory
EBIE and EBID rates can be calculated by solving equations for the rate of change of concentration of precursor gas adsorbates at the substrate surface (∂N a /∂t):
where t is time and a and α represent gas molecule adsorbates and their fragments generated by electron induced dissociation, respectively.
∂Na ∂t is given by a sum of fluxes representing precursor adsorption (Λ), desorption (
. N is number density at the surface, τ is the adsorbate residence time at the surface, and D a is the diffusion coefficient. Adsorbate surface coverage (Θ) is typically assumed to be limited to 1 monolayer by the Langmuir isotherm:
where s and F are the gas molecule sticking coefficient and flux, respectively, and A is the area of a single surface site. The rate of change of concentration of the fragments α is given by:
where f is electron flux, σ is the effective cross-section 1 for electron-induced dissociation of the adsorbates a, and n is the number of fragments generated per adsorbate. The etch or deposition rate scales with ∂Nα ∂t
. In the case of deposition, the vertical growth rate is given by:
where h is the deposit height, and V γ is the volume of a single molecule added to the substrate per adsorbate dissociated in the deposition reaction. In cylindrical coordinates the following parameters are functions of the radial distance (r) from the electron beam axis: N a , N α , Λ, Θ, f and h. The gas molecule flux (F) is typically assumed to be independent of r and t over the area irradiated by electrons (exceptions are discussed in [26] [27] [28] ):
where P is gas pressure, m g is the gas molecule mass, k B is Boltzmann's constant and T g is gas temperature.
Simulation Details
Modeling of gas-mediated electron beam induced processes is typically achieved by either continuum [1] [2] [3] or Monte Carlo 29-33 methods. The continuum approach entails solving differential equations such as Eqn. 1 to find N a as a function of time and space. It can be used to model processes of varying complexity, so long as the underlying physical and chemical mechanisms can be incorporated in Eqn. 1 (see, for example, the specific cases discussed in [14, 16, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] ). Monte Carlo models enable explicit simulation of individual electron-substrate and electron-adsorbate interactions. The primary advantage of the Monte Carlo approach is that it yields the interdependent time-evolution of the surface and the flux of electrons emitted from the surface. It is, however, limited by long computation times needed to simulate adsorbate transport over the spatial and temporal scales typically encountered in experiments.
Here we used a combination of these two techniques to implement the iterative, hybrid continuum-Monte Carlo model detailed in the Supporting Information. The hybrid model solves differential equations such as Eqn. 1 to find deposition (and/or etch) rates over time intervals between which the Monte Carlo method is used to calculate the resulting surface topology and the corresponding electron flux profile. It enables accurate calculation of the time evolution of structures grown by EBID/EBIE over the length and temporal scales needed to model real-world experiments.
The simulated system is EBID performed using cyclopentadienyl trimethyl platinum as the precursor gas. The growth of nano-pillars was simulated using a Gaussian electron beam with a diameter of 10 nm, at substrate temperatures in the range of 250 to 450 K and an electron beam energy of 5 keV. All other model input parameters are provided in the Supporting Information. The pillar growth rates were measured in the steady state and analyzed to extract activation energies as detailed below.
Results and Discussion

Arrhenius analysis of deposition rates
The precursor molecule adsorption energy (E a ) and attempt frequency (k 0 ) can, in principle, be obtained by Arrhenius analysis of the growth rates of deposits made by EBID. However, this approach is valid only if the growth rates scale exponentially with reciprocal substrate temperature (1/T ), and the scaling is caused solely by the temperature-dependence of the adsorption time (τ):
Referring to Eqns. 1 and 5, Arrhenius analysis of growth rates therefore yields E a and k 0 only if:
(1) the adsorption flux Λ is independent of T over the range of T used to perform the analysis (i.e. Θ ≈ 0, ds/dT ≈ 0, and dF/dT ≈ 0, so that Λ ≈ sF), which we refer to as the 'athermal adsorption flux condition', (2) the thermal desorption rate is much greater than the adsorbate dissociation rate (i.e. τ −1 σ f ), which we refer to as the 'reaction-rate limited growth condition', (3) net transport of adsorbates through diffusion is negligible (i.e. ∇ 2 N a ≈ 0), which we refer to as the 'negligible diffusion condition', and (4) the growth rate is measured in the steady state (i.e.
∂N a /∂t ≈ 0), which we refer to as the 'steady state growth condition'.
Under these conditions, Eqns. 1 and 5 reduce to:
and Arrhenius analysis of ∂h/∂t yields E a /k B and V γ σ f sFk
0 (i.e. both the adsorption energy E a and desorption attempt frequency k 0 can be deduced if the quantity V γ σ f sF is known). In the following sections, we analyze the effects of conditions 1-4 on the activation energies and prefactors obtained by Arrhenius analysis of EBID rates. We show that if any one of these conditions is not satisfied then Eqn. 10 is invalid and the values yielded by Arrhenius analysis diverge from E a and k 0 .
Athermal adsorption flux condition
Gas molecules incident onto the substrate either adsorb to or reflect from the surface. The fraction that adsorb is given by the product s(1 − Θ) in Eqn. 2, and the fraction that reflect is given by sΘ. Hence, if the coverage Θ changes with T , then the rate at which gas molecules are reflected from occupied surface sites affects the temperature dependence of the adsorption flux Λ which, in turn, affects N a (T ), ∂h/∂t(T ) and the activation energy and prefactor yielded by Arrhenius analysis of EBID rates.
The surface coverage Θ increases with P and 1/T as shown in Fig. 1 for the platinum precursor considered in our simulations. The purple area indicates the range of P and T corresponding to the 'athermal adsorption flux condition', where Θ ≈ 0. In this part of the parameter space, the effect of Θ(T ) on Arrhenius analysis of deposition rates is negligible. Outside this region, Θ 0 and the activation energy and prefactor obtained by Arrhenius analysis of ∂h/∂t both approach zero as Θ → 1. This is illustrated in Fig.  2 and 3 by plots of the activation energy and prefactor obtained as a function of T (using a current density of 1.27×10 −7 nA/nm 2 and a precursor pressure of 10 mPa). The shapes of the curves in Fig. 2 and 3 are governed by the functional form of the Langmuir isotherm used in Eqn. 2 (i.e. the dependence of Λ on Θ). Other isotherms will change the shapes of the curves, but will not make them independent of Θ, except for the idealized special case of unlimited multilayer adsorption of non-interacting adsorbates in which Λ = sF.
The primary practical implication of the athermal adsorption flux condition is that Arrhenius analysis of EBID rates must be performed under conditions of negligible surface coverage because ∂N a /∂T → 0 as Θ → 1 due to reflection of gas phase precursor 
, where E d is the diffusion energy). Also shown is a plot of adsorbate depletion (Θ r→0 /Θ r→∞ ) simulated at the beam axis (r → 0) in the absence of diffusion. The activation energy diverges from the adsorption energy (E a ) of 666 meV as the extent of depletion approaches 1. The precursor pressure was 0.01 Pa and the temperature was varied from 400 to 450 K. molecules from occupied surface sites. If Θ > 0 then both E a and k 0 will be underestimated by an amount that scales with Θ in a manner defined by the adsorption isotherm.
We note that since Λ = sF(1 − Θ), s and F must also not vary with T in order for the athermal adsorption flux condition to be satisfied. The sticking coefficient can typically be assumed to be independent of T (as has been done in our simulations). However, this assumption is not valid in some cases, such as that of activated sticking encountered in chemisorption. 16 The gas molecule flux F (given by Eqn. 6) is independent of substrate temperature T if it is varied independently of the gas temperature (T g ). This requirement is satisfied in most EBID experiments because standard EBID is a cold-wall deposition technique in which T g is dominated by the temperature of the capillary used to deliver the precursor gas.
Reaction-rate limited growth condition
The reaction-rate limited growth condition is violated (i.e. τ −1 σ f ) if the rate at which adsorbates are consumed in the deposition reaction (σ f ) is significant relative to the thermal desorption rate. Consequently, Eqn. 10 is not a good approximation of Eqn. 9, and the activation energies and prefactors yielded by Arrhenius analyses of EBID rates diverge from E a and k 0 , respectively. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 by a plot of the activation energy obtained as a function of beam current in the absence of diffusion (the simulation was performed with D fixed at zero in order to delineate the effects of σ f from the additional effects of diffusion which are discussed below). An increase in beam current causes an increase in the electron flux ( f ) which, in turn, causes an increase in the adsorbate consumption rate in the deposition reaction (σ f ). If σ f is significant relative to τ −1 , then the denominator of Eqn. 9 is dominated by the temperature-independent σ f . Hence, the activation energies (and prefactors) yielded by Arrhenius analyses of EBID rates approach zero as σ f → ∞. More specifically, in the absence of diffusion, the activation energy is directly proportional to the extent of depletion (given by Θ r→0 /Θ r→∞ since f = 0 at r = ∞). This is illustrated in Fig. 4 by a plot of Θ r→0 /Θ r→∞ , superimposed on the plot of activation energy versus beam current.
The primary practical consequence of the reaction-rate limited growth condition is that EBID must be performed in the so-called reaction rate limited growth regime 2 defined by τ
σ f (i.e. in the regime where electron irradiation does not cause significant depletion of precursor adsorbates).
Negligible diffusion condition
If ∇ 2 N a 0 then adsorbates are replenished not only through adsorption from the gas phase, but also via diffusion along the substrate surface.
2 This is significant because any adsorbate replenishment mechanism that is distinct from adsorption alters the temperature-dependence of the coverage Θ and hence the activation energy (and prefactor) yielded by Arrhenius analysis of deposition rates.
In EBID, adsorbate replenishment through diffusion is negligible in the reaction rate limited growth regime 2 because net adsorbate transport through diffusion requires an adsorbate concentration gradient. Hence, if the reaction-rate limited growth condition is satisfied (i.e. τ −1 σ f ), then the negligible diffusion condition is automatically satisfied (i.e. ∇ 2 N a ≈ 0). This is illustrated in Fig. 4 by the plot of activation energy versus beam current (simulated with diffusion activated in the model) which shows that the activation energy approaches E a as the extent of depletion approaches zero.
We note that in Fig. 4 , the difference between the curves of activation energy versus beam current simulated with and without diffusion show that the net effect of diffusion is to decrease the dis-
Steady state growth condition
In order to obtain E a and k 0 , the Arrhenius analysis must be performed in the steady state (whereby ∂Na ∂t ≈ 0 and ∂h/∂t is constant). If steady state has not been attained, the growth rate changes during the time interval over which ∂h/∂t is measured by an amount that is different at each substrate temperature, thereby altering the activation energies and prefactors obtained by the Arrhenius analysis of EBID growth rates. In practice, this is problematic only if the reaction rate limited growth condition is not satisfied, the growth time is too short, or some process such as electron beam damage modifies the deposit height while it is being grown by EBID. Experimentally, the condition of steady state growth can be verified by measuring deposit heights at each temperature versus time, and by showing that the rate of change of height is constant.
General implications for determination of adsorbate properties by EBID and EBIE
The overarching qualitative implication of the first three conditions (athermal adsorption flux, reaction-rate limited growth and negligible diffusion) is that the activation energy measured by EBID is lower than E a if any one of the conditions is violated. The discrepancy occurs if the increase in adsorbate concentration with reciprocal temperature is smaller than expected from the thermal desorption rate τ −1 . Violations of one or more of these conditions likely account for the fact that activation energies reported in the EBID literature are often lower than E a , but never greater than E a . 15, 19, 22 Our general conclusions are also applicable to EBIE, which is analogous to EBID, except that Eqn. 5 represents the etch pit depth rather than the deposit height. However, the above analysis is strictly applicable only to systems in which adsorption is described by a single potential well. In cases such as activated chemisorption, which are described by multiple potential wells and one or more adsorption barriers, 16, 39, 40 the above analysis must be re-done using appropriate rate equations in order to determine the correct meaning and scaling of activation energies and prefactors obtained in different temperature regimes. Care must also be taken to ensure that mechanisms that are not accounted for by Eqn. 1 do not alter the temperature dependence of N a . For example, in EBIE, a number of such special cases have been identified. 14, [35] [36] [37] [38] In these instances, the meaning of the measured activation energies and prefactors must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, using the appropriate rate equations.
It should be noted that, in the present work, Arrhenius analysis was applied to vertical deposition rates at the beam axis (i.e. |∂h/∂t| r→0 ). Our conclusions are, however, also applicable to Arrhenius analysis of all other measures of growth rate such as the deposit volume 19 and mass. 15 However, in these cases, the steady state growth condition is more stringent because steady state is attained only once the deposit shape stops changing due to the timeevolution of the electron interaction volume inside a growing deposit (see, for example, the discussions of the time-evolution of deposit shapes and base diameters in [29, 31, 41] ).
Finally, we note that, qualitatively, the decrease in activation energy with increasing beam current seen in Fig. 4 has been observed experimentally. 15, 19 It was, however, attributed to electron stimulated desorption (ESD) rather than the phenomenon of adsorbate depletion which is inherent to EBID. ESD causes the adsorbate concentration (N a ) to decrease at a rate σ E f , where σ E is the crosssection for ESD. 24, [42] [43] [44] It can be incorporated into Eqn. 1 in the form of the ESD flux σ E f N a :
and therefore alters the denominator of Eqn. 9:
Consequently, the ESD rate σ E f affects Arrhenius analysis by contributing to adsorbate depletion in the same manner as the dissociation rate σ f . However, the extent of ESD is typically negligible since, for most adsorbates, σ E lie in the range 24 10 −7 Å 2 to 10 −2 Å 2 (i.e., in general, σ E σ). We therefore conclude that the decrease in activation energy with beam current observed by Li et al. 19 and van Dorp et al. 15 is expected from the net effect of σ f + σ E f even if σ E is negligible. It is caused by an increase in the extent of depletion of precursor adsorbates with increasing electron flux (i.e. violation of the reaction rate limited growth condition), irrespective of whether or not ESD plays a significant role in EBID.
Conclusion
We have developed a hybrid continuum-Monte Carlo model of electron beam induced etching and deposition that enables accurate calculation of the growth of nano-and micro-structures over the length and time scales used in experiments. The model was used to simulate the dependencies of EBID rates on experimentally controlled growth parameters, and to interpret the physical meaning of activation energies and pre-exponential factors obtained by Arrhenius analysis of EBID rates. The activation energies were shown to correspond to precursor molecule adsorption energies, and the prefactors to desorption attempt frequencies, provided that EBID is performed under specific conditions. We have shown how deviations from these conditions affect the Arrhenius analysis and explained the observed trends as being caused by changes in adsorbate concentration with key EBID experimental parameters.
Supporting Information Available
Details on the Hybrid Continuum-Monte Carlo model and precursor specific input parameters used in all simulations are available in the supporting information. This material can be found at http://pubs.acs.org.
Supporting Information I: Hybrid continuum-Monte Carlo Model
Here, we describe the hybrid continuum-Monte Carlo model used to perform EBID simulations. The model calculates precursor concentrations and deposition (or etch) rates using a continuum rate equation approach, and the time-evolution of the electron flux profile by Monte Carlo simulations of electron-solid interactions. Iterative application of these two methods enables efficient simulation of changes in surface geometry with time, as well as the effects of surface evolution on the electron flux and adsorbate concentration profiles. EBID rate equations were solved numerically using the Crank-Nicolson method in cylindrical coordinates. Monte Carlo simulations were performed in Cartesian coordinates.
Surface evolution and diffusion
The initial flat substrate surface was discretized with 0.1 nm resolution and updated periodically using ∂h/∂t(r, t), obtained using Eqn. 5. However, in order to evolve the surface correctly, the deposition (or etch) rates must be applied along the surface normal, rather than the vertical direction. In the simplest case, the surface normal can be calculated from the vector joining the nearest neighbors of the point that is to be moved. However, to mitigate the effects of noise generated by Monte Carlo calculation of the electron flux profile, we calculate the surface normal over an 11 point window. This prevents sharp spikes and other anomalous effects from generating artifacts in the surface geometry.
Once the surface geometry is updated at each time step, the surface is re-discretized such that each annulus making up the surface remains constant. This is required so that the annuli in the diffusion term of Eqn. 1 are constant, and the form of the Laplacian operator is maintained regardless of surface topography.
Electron beam projection
As the surface evolves and the sidewalls of the deposited or etched structure grow, the surface area intersected by the primary electron beam changes, requiring recalculation of the electron flux profile (achieved by projecting the electron beam onto the growing surface at each time step of the simulation). It is important to note that the backscattered and secondary electron flux profiles are not modified in this manner as they are calculated explicitly by the Monte Carlo algorithm described below.
Monte Carlo model of electron-solid interactions
Monte Carlo models are able to simulate all of the individual electron interactions with the substrate and with adsorbates, and the resultant time-evolution of the surface. They are, however, limited by the long computation times needed to simulate the transport of individual precursor molecules over the spatial and temporal scales encountered in experiments. The length scale that must be simulated can be approximated by the sum of the electron beam diameter, the diameter of the electron interaction volume in the substrate and the diffusion length of adsorbates.
Here we used the Monte Carlo approach 45, 46 to model electronsolid interactions and to obtain the backscattered and secondary electron contributions to the total electron flux profile f (r, t). However, we did not use it to simulate electron-adsorbate interactions, thereby eliminating the large computational overhead associated with the simulation of adsorbate transport within the Monte Carlo method. Instead, Eqn. 1 is used to simulate electron-adsorbate interactions and adsorbate transport over short time intervals, between which f (r, t) is updated periodically by the Monte Carlo method. The magnitude of the time interval provides control over the tradeoff between computation time and accuracy. For the simulations presented here, the initial time step was 1 ns, and it was increased by 10% at every time step (as the system approached a steady state) up to a maximum of 10 ms. Our Monte Carlo model uses Rutherford scattering crosssections and the continuous slowing down approximation. 45 The trajectories of forward and backscattered electrons are calculated using a line-line intersection method, 47 which involves calculating the intersection point of the current electron scattering event and each point on the surface. When only one intersection point lies on the surface the electron is said to have backscattered through this point and left the solid. When two intersection points lie on the surface the electron is said to have forward scattered out of the surface at the first intersection point (e.g. a pillar sidewall), and into the surface at the second intersection point (e.g. a horizontal substrate region adjacent to the pillar). Secondary electrons are not simulated explicitly but instead calculated using a modified version of the parametric model designed by Joy. 45 The parametric model approximates the secondary electron yield at a single point on a flat surface and enables accurate modeling of secondary electron generation without requiring details of their generation or scattering cascades. In our implementation, the parametric model was modified to enable SE generation from curved surfaces. The first modification was to evenly distribute the generated secondary electrons along the entire primary electron path between elastic scattering events. Second, we assumed isotropic SE generation, and calculated the fraction that intersects each point making up the discretized surface.
Model verification Continuum code verification
To verify our implementation of the continuum EBID component of the hybrid model, a test case was developed to compare it to a model published previously by Lobo et al. 48 The latter simulates electron beam induced etching and deposition arising from a mixture of etch and deposition precursor gases. It reduces to our model of EBID when the etch gas pressure is set to zero.
To compare the models, the growth rates of a series of deposits were simulated as a function of electron beam current. Fig. 5 shows that the vertical growth rate calculated at r ∼ 1.5 Å decreases with increasing current. The decrease in growth rate is caused by adsorbate depletion near the beam axis. The excellent agreement between the two models seen in the figure confirms consistent implementation of all terms in Eqn. 1.
Monte Carlo code verification
To verify our implementation of the Monte Carlo component of the hybrid model, it was tested against the well-established CASINO code 46 and experimental data. The tests were conducted using a silver substrate and electron beam energies in the range of 0.03 and 30.0 keV.
The first test compares the dependence of backscattered electron coefficient on electron beam energy calculated by our model to that calculated by CASINO. The results, shown in Figure 6 , are in excellent agreement.
The second test compares the secondary electron yield calculated as a function of electron beam energy to experimental data. 49 The simulation results shown in Fig. 7 are in good agreement with experiment at beam energies greater than ∼ 1 keV. The divergence from the experimental data at the lower beam energies is expected because of limitations inherent to the Rutherford cross sections and the slowing down approximation implemented in our model. 48 The EBID rates were calculated at a distance of ∼ 1.5 Å from of the electron beam axis as a function of electron beam current. Both models show the same decrease in growth rate with increasing current, caused by adsorbate depletion near the beam axis. 46 The dependence of the backscattered electron coefficient on electron beam energy calculated the hybrid model is in excellent agreement with that calculated by CASINO. 
Hybrid model verification
To test the time-evolution of surfaces generated by the hybrid continuum-Monte Carlo model, we compared the volumes of deposits calculated by integration of the simulated surfaces ('actual volumes') to the corresponding total volumes of molecules deposited by electrons ('expected volumes'). The expected volumes are given by the product of V γ and the total number of molecules dissociated by electrons (which is generated automatically by the continuum component of the model since it solves Eqn. 1 to find f N a (r, t)).
As shown in Fig. 8 , the time-evolutions of the actual and expected volumes are in excellent agreement. The residual error, also shown on the plot, increases with simulation time. The error is controlled by the number of electrons simulated in each iteration of the Monte Carlo model, and the magnitude of the time step used to propagate the hybrid model in time. 
Supporting Information II: Simulation input parameters
The following is a list of simulation input parameters relating to the electron beam and precursor molecules (the substrate and deposited material were assumed to have the same density and composition). We note that while a number of these values are approximations, the trends discussed in the paper are independent of the exact, quantitative values of the input parameters.
Electron Beam • Density, 21.45 g/cm 3 (PtC 5 )
• Energy required to produce a SE, 0.03 keV (Pt) 50 • SE escape depth, 50 5.0 Å
• Pressure, 10 mPa
• Surface area, 26 
